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Ansje van Beusekom

Getting Forgotten. Film Critic Elisabeth de Roos
and Dutch Culture Before World War II
AbstrAct
time. From 1925 onwards, she published on French cinema and she contributed regularly to the
Filmliga journal.
[french cinema] was published in 1931. She lost her professional
fascination with cinema with the coming of sound. In 1932 she married writer Eddy du Perron.
“How could de Roos’s work be so entirely forgotten?” and “How exactly has this process of
disappearance and oblivion taken place?” were the leading questions. Elisabeth’s life and reputation
can be studied through the biographies and correspondence of her husband and his best friend
Menno ter Braak. They were aware of their strategic positions, while de Roos did not care about her
position in the literary landscape. Though, her personal relationship to cinema and literature and her
own writings. She dedicated herself to du Perron’s work and to raising their son. Financial troubles
forced her to write as much as she could for money. Not even those women who were so active in
history are granted an ongoing renown.

studied at the Gemeentelijke Universiteit van Amsterdam (today Amsterdam University). She
in French cinema and in avant-garde French cinema in particular. She published in several
Dutch literary magazines (
,
) and from 1927 onwards she
contributed regularly to the Filmliga journal. Although she was invited to join the Filmliga
society, as head of the department in The Hague, she never accepted this post.
In 1931 de Roos published

living in London and frequently attended the screenings of the Film Society. In 1931, she
completed her thesis on
[the essayistic work of Jacques
Rivière].
lost her professional fascination for cinema and wrote instead about modern literature.
In 1932 she married writer Eddy du Perron, a cosmopolitan intellectual, residing in
Amsterdam, Bruxelles and Paris.

During my research for my book,
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The book cover of

[french cinema], published in the series

[monographs on cinema] in 1931.
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Netherlands, 1895-1940] I gathered a modest collection of writings by Elisabeth de Roos
book I mention her mostly in connection with other critics who had been more actively
offered an opportunity for me to single Elisabeth de Roos out as the only Dutch female
to contextualize her work, bringing to the foreground a remarkable female presence in the

art” debate.

Elizabeth de Roos (1903-1981), ca. 1930.
(Foto: Studio Wagram Bruxelles).
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“How do you proceed to get to know more about her?” was the question posed by
a friend when I seriously started digging into Elisabeth de Roos’s life and work. When
you look for Elisabeth (du Perron) de Roos, in environments such as academic libraries,
newspaper databases, websites and so on, it is remarkable how little emerges. There is some
correspondence at the Letterkundig Museum in The Hague, but it takes some effort and
diplomacy to see this material. There is one article on her literary criticism (Snoek, “De
kennis van het menselijk hart: Elisabeth de Roos als criticus” [knowledge of the human
“writer in the shadow” (Mars). We also know from Snoek (
599) that she had
an affair with the Dutch poet Hendrik Marsman around 1925, before she married Eddy du
Perron seven years later. And that is all.
Film is still marginalized in literary historiography, so the lack of research on de Roos in

This produces the emergence of new questions such as, “How could de Roos’s work be so
entirely forgotten?,” and “How exactly has this process of disappearance and oblivion taken
place?” Careless as I am about my own career, this is by no means a comfortable enterprise.
There is a lot to learn indirectly about Elisabeth’s life and reputation from studying the
biographies and correspondence of her husband and his best friend Menno ter Braak, also
a major Dutch writer and a cinephile, who had co-founded the Filmliga society in 1927 and
who was a good friend of de Roos too. We can peep into their lives and thoughts through
their opulent writings and other documents from within their circles. With thousands of
pages of published texts (the correspondence of ter Braak and du Perron between 1930 and
1940 alone amounts to over two thousand pages), these writings offer the most extensive
resource about de Roos in Dutch literature, (ter Braak and du Perron,
[correspondence 1930-1940]). The correspondence of both authors was (tellingly) preserved,
archived and published thanks to their widows, du Perron-de Roos herself and Ant ter
Braak-Faber. Other published studies of their life and work are similarly extensive. In order
explore sources such as Snoek’s
of an ordinary man], Hanssen’s

[E. du Perron: the life
[die as a polemist: 1930-1940] and
[for every loss there is a gain: Menno ter Braak
1902-1940]. Recently a website on Menno ter Braak,
gave access
to a few unpublished letters of Elisabeth du Perron-de Roos that are held in privately owned
collections (“Menno ter Braak | Elisabeth du Perron-de Roos – 1927-1938”).
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The friendship between Menno ter Braak and Eddy du Perron began in 1930. After
they met, ter Braak’s life and career took a decisive turn. He changed from being a cool,
truly cosmopolitan personality, du Perron had grown up in the Dutch Indies before moving
to Paris, Bruxelles and The Netherlands, where he had become an active member of the
Dutch literary circle of the so-called “young critical dogs.” He had introduced himself into
those circles through his polemic writings against aestheticism, and had found ter Braak
at his side in this battle. Yet even more decisive than this collaborative friendship was du
Perron’s encounter with Elisabeth de Roos, during a dinner at ter Braak’s place in Amsterdam
in 1931. The two fell in love and they got married shortly after in 1932. Du Perron already
knew of de Roos and had read her articles. In a letter to a friend he describes her in February
1931 as “the only lucky combination in Holland of brain and dress, of culture, both inside
and outside.” (Snoek,
595) While de Roos’s intellectual work was important to du
Perron, she gave up an eventual academic career in literature in order to live with him abroad.
The couple moved to Paris in December 1932 and after a six week stay in the Netherlands,
to the Dutch Indies, from October 1936 to 1939.

Despite their short lives, both ter Braak and du Perron are considered very important in
Dutch culture. They represent the good side of intellectual life before World War II: by 1933
they had both criticised Hitler, national socialism, fascism and communism, emphasizing
the cultural value of “good” thinking and the “good genre” (le bon genre) in the making of a
good individual person. Neither form nor aesthetic style would mean anything, they believed,
without a sense that they are also “good” or truthful at the same time, otherwise they may
even be dangerous.
Their vision of life and art is labelled
[form or personality] and did, in many
ways, set the agenda for Dutch intellectual life before, during and after the war. Unfortunately,
ter Braak and du Perron did not live to see this happen: they both died at the age of forty,
just at the onset of the war, apparently without being aware of each other’s death, on May
14, 1940. Ter Braak committed suicide, while du Perron died of a heart attack.
Although the mountain of publications on the illustrious duo ter Braak-du Perron may
suggest otherwise, their struggle to earn their keep through writing was hard. Ter Braak
worked as a teacher, and later as a journalist, but the du Perrons had no job other than
writing. The number of subscriptions to
, the journal founded by ter Braak and du
Perron in 1931, amounted to about one thousand, and the print runs of their books were
even smaller. How could they become so famous, when during their lives they could hardly
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writers of the early 1930s, but this is indeed a retrospective consideration that does not
take into account the real conditions under which they wrote. While struggling to make
their living, the two men were nevertheless aware of their strategic positions in the Dutch
literary landscape and manoeuvred accordingly. In short, they knew the rules of the game, in
Bourdieu’s term
, and were passionate players. Already in his adolescent years
ter Braak had been on the editorial board of a students’ magazine named
. Later,
he was the founder, editor and a major contributor of the Filmliga journal. Fighting for a new
happened shortly afterwards when ter Braak became the editor of the literature section of
, a national newspaper. All of these activities can be regarded as training for the
“real thing”: a career in the cultural world of the Netherlands, not only as a novelist, but also
as a journal editor and a literary critic. Du Perron, in his turn, was the son of a rich planter’s
family, which had lost its wealth at the beginning of the economic crisis of the 1930s. He
was a dedicated modernist, and later an engaged polemist and critic who referred to Multatuli
(Eduard Douwes Dekker) as to his chosen cultural model.

Like du Perron and ter Braak, de Roos was also publicly recognized during her active
years. In the second half of the 1920s she was known as the “Muse of the Free Press” (from
the name of one of the literary journals in which she published, the
[free pages])
and a woman who was able to combine elegance and intelligence. Regarded as a model of
class, she was celebrated by many. These sentiments may have amused her, but she certainly
did not mint them. She instead followed her own particular interests, and they were varied.
French and English modern literature (exploring such authors as Louis Ferdinand Celine,
Aldous Huxley, Emily Dickinson, Virginia Woolf).
her husband did) and tried instead to maintain a balanced and sophisticated view of things.

uttered in strong language, and never meant to dominate those of other people. She gave
apparently did not feel like she needed to engage debate.
To keep within the
vocabulary, de Roos can indeed be considered an
“personality.” Her personal relationship with cinema and her search for authorship
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considered Autant-Lara to be only a
, a limited personality. She found that Buñuel
had a sick mind, and wrote against what she perceived as the rudeness and cruelty of
(1929). She had great impact as a critic in the Filmliga. Where else in the world was
( , Vsevolod Pudovkin, 1926) more admired than the
(
, Sergei M. Eisenstein, 1925), and
(
, Germaine Dulac, 1928) favoured over
?

literature, or even a mix of the three. Although her personal views were highly appreciated
by her friends and colleagues, she did nothing to attract a readership. Her articles appeared
scattered in too many different magazines.
According to Snoek, she published regularly; during her Parisian years (December 1932
through October 1936) she wrote some 120 articles as a foreign correspondent for several
regional Dutch papers, but few of those texts appeared under her own name (Snoek,
653). Most of all, she did not focus on one single issue in her work. In other words, she
did not have a strategic attitude with regard to her career. She wanted to have her say because
she felt it had to be said and published, but she never emphasized her person in doing this.
exhibitions but never purposefully opened a discussion. Those who cared could listen, those
who did not could easily pass by. Unfortunately, this is exactly what historiography has done:
passing by Elisabeth de Roos, acknowledging only the existence of Elisabeth du Perron-de
Roos, the famous writer’s dedicated widow.

How to proceed then with this woman who did not care about her own intellectual legacy
and even actively erased traces of her opinions from the published correspondence of her
on French essayist Jacques de Rivière. Maybe her writing was a little old fashioned in style,
many of her male contemporaries. However, from her letters to ter Braak we can detect that
writing was a struggle for her. I found no signs of satisfaction with her own work. Although
for her intelligent readers (“Menno ter Braak to Elisabeth De Roos. Rotterdam, November
15, 1931”).
Young de Roos emerges as an independent woman, treated by her friends as “one of
the guys.” Unlike ter Braak, du Perron cannot be suspected to be responsible of inhibiting
before they met, and she had been living abroad—in London, writing her dissertation—
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garde movement she had supported in the previous years was losing its momentum. After
the marriage with du Perron, it was de Roos who insisted that they moved to Paris (where
du Perron had a few prestigious friends, such as André Malraux, his wife Clara, and Pascal
Pia). De Roos continued to write essays on Virginia Woolf, Aldous Huxley, D.H. Lawrence
for
and
, book reviews for
, plus her “Letters from
Paris” as a correspondent (Snoek,
635). While du Perron was busy composing
his masterpiece,
(
1935), dedicated to Elisabeth, she
Why, one could ask, didn’t she write her own masterpiece? The answer, or a hint to a
possible answer, can be found in the above quoted du Perron’s novel, where the character
of Jane represents Elisabeth. In a conversation with the Malraux reported in the book, Jane
explains what it means to live with such a personality as her husband for twenty-four hours
a day in the following terms:
Sometimes a woman can feel as if she betrays her man by losing her personality. The
stronger she chooses that of her husband, the more she feels attached to him and the more
she gets from him, the more she looses her sense of self. . . . The worst moment arrives when
she becomes aware that the woman whom she wants to be for him and the woman she is, no
longer are the same. It is a sad thing. . . . Why isn’t he jealous of the part of her that is lost?
(du Perron, 454).1

Of course one must not jump to conclusions here, but this quote suggests that it is very
possible that de Roos did not care much about her own public voice. For example, in 1932
she wrote to ter Braak: “For quite a while I have had a feeling that interesting conversations,
on art or other matters, are like an accompanying noise (counterpoint if you like!) of an
actual conversation that takes place back and forth under one’s breath!”2 (“Elisabeth De
Roos to Menno ter Braak. January 30, 1932”).
Having your own, soft, intelligent and convincing voice for those who care to listen, is
clearly not enough for a woman to survive in historiography. After her marriage, however
exciting it might have been in relation to her work, de Roos’s own voice dimmed. She
dedicated herself to du Perron and to raising their son (Alain, born in 1935). Moreover,
“Een vrouw, zegt Jane, kan soms voelen dat zij haar man verraadt door het verlies van haar eigen persoonlijkheid.
Hoe sterker zij die van haar man kiest, hoe meer zij zich aan hem hecht, en hoe meer zij krijgt zelfs, hoe meer
zij soms verliest wat haar in zichzelf interesseert. . . . maar het ergste moment komt als zij merkt dat de vrouw
die zij geven wil en de vrouw die zij is, niet meer dezelfde zijn. . . . Waarom wordt hij niet jaloers om het deel
van haar dat verloren is gegaan?” (translated by the author).
2
“Bovendien heb ik al heel lang het gevoel dat de conversaties die de moeite van het houden waard zijn, over
kunst of andere dingen toch vooral een begeleidend gedruisch zijn (contrapunt als je wilt!) van de eigenlijke
conversatie die over en weer binnensmonds gaat!” (translated by the author).
1
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possible job. Both had been raised in well-to-do families that had allowed them to follow
their interests and talents, but after the death of their parents during the economic crisis of
the 1930s, they had little to live on, aside from the freelance work provided by their friends.
This hand-to-mouth existence was largely maintained by Elisabeth. The untimely death of
conditions even harder for de Roos. She subsequently (and courageously) worked hard to
publish her husband’s late work: thousands of letters, critiques, essays, novels and stories
were sampled and published in a “Collected Works” series, while her own writings (she kept
on working as a literary critic and a translator, as usual to earn her living and that of her
son) remained overlooked. What is most shocking about the historiographical oblivion of
de Roos is that she appeared to have everything on her side not to be forgotten: she wrote
extensively, she was acknowledged, praised and widely admired in her time. Clearly, not even
those women who were so active in history are granted an ongoing renown.
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